An evaluation framework developed to help select an appropriate suite of indicators to support an ecosystem approach to fisheries management was tested experimentally by asking independent experts to weight the selection criteria provided and to score indicators against those criteria in several ecological settings. The steps in selecting indicators proved to be prone to subjectivity and value judgement, and differences in scores between experts were the main factor contributing to variability in evaluation results. Having to justify scores in a written document did not improve consistency among the experts. The framework, however, did enhance transparency by explicitly stating each issue to be addressed in the selection process, and by giving experts or stakeholders the opportunity to present their values explicitly. For example, using a longer list of simpler selection criteria appeared to provide less controversial results than a shorter list of more complex ones.
Introduction
developed an evaluation framework for selecting an appropriate suite of indicators for supporting an ecosystem approach to fisheries management. This framework was based on experience as science advisers, but its usefulness should be established empirically. As a start, some of the steps were tested by having experts use it, and critically examining the outcomes. As part of the work programme of SCOR-IOC WG 119, an array of size-based (Shin et al. This Symposium) and trophodynamic indicators (Cury et al. This Symposium) has been evaluated. In addition, two experiments were conducted to evaluate whether the framework ensures consistent responses in selecting indicators, and whether it provides insight into the judgements of the subjects. Although an objective selection is not achievable, identifying which steps of the framework are sensitive to subjectivity could improve transparency in the selection process.
The evaluation framework is structured as a sequence of 8 steps (Rice and Rochet, 2005) . This decomposition disentangles the numerous issues to be addressed in the selection process, enhancing efficiency and transparency. However, subjective choices must be made in every step.
Step 1 (determining the user needs) will be influenced by the experience of those responsible for management. Steps 2 (listing candidate indicators) and 4 (scoring indicators against criteria) will be sensitive to the background of those involved in the process.
Step 3 (determining screening criteria) requires value judgements about the importance of scientific and governance issues to stakeholders. Steps 5 to 7 (summarizing scoring results; deciding how many indicators are needed; and final selection) require interpretation of results of multivariate pattern analysis, which has substantial opportunity for confirmatory biases.
Once the suite of indicators has been selected, there will be subjectivity in the way chosen for reporting on them (step 8).
Testing the whole evaluation framework and determining which steps are most sensitive to subjectivity would be interesting, but difficult to achieve. In integrated management settings, every step requires interaction among technical experts, managers, politicians, and community leaders (Belfiore 2003) , and cannot be replicated readily. Even were selection left to technical experts in a test environment for a single ecosystem, the costs and labour of obtaining replicate samples of all steps in the proposed framework would be prohibitive.
Instead, our experiments focused on steps 3 and 4 (determining screening criteria and scoring indicators against criteria), not because these steps were considered particularly critical, but rather because experimental testing seemed feasible. Moreover, these steps require participants to state explicitly what values they are applying in making their choices.
They are designed to provide a common factual basis for the guiding value-laden interactions during the subsequent steps. Clarifying how participants differ in applying scores should lead to more informed and dispassionate dialogue, and readier consensus, later on in the process.
For our experiments, independent experts were asked to evaluate a common set of indicators in several ecosystem settings. The differences in the weights given to the various criteria and the scores among experts and settings should shed light on factors of variation in the ultimate selection. To avoid confusion arising from terms being interpreted differently by experts from different regions or disciplines (ICES, 2001) , the definitions used in the context of the experiments are given in Table 1 . The areas for which the evaluation framework was tested 4 -BB, GE, SS, BC Authority (design var)
The level of knowledge of the ecosystem by subjects 2 -Local/non-local expert
The individuals participating in the experiments 16 -BB: 4; GE: 5; SS: 5; BC: 2
Materials and methods

· Experiments
Experiment 1 (E1) deals with individual variation in scoring Indicators and internal consistency of criteria. Experts in the fields of environmental or size-based Indicators were provided with suites of Indicators (Table 2 ) and asked to score these against the nine Criteria of the Framework, either as a summary list together with their arguments (for environmental Indicators), or as a simple table of scores from 1 to 5 (for size-based Indicators). Having to write an argumentation was hypothesized to reduce subjective judgement in the scoring process: the degree of agreement between two independent evaluations done in this way was used to assess which Criteria are most prone to subjective judgement. The scoring process is a complex one. The property that a criterion is trying to capture can often be viewed from different perspectives (sub-criteria), and the information on these different aspects might be conflicting. Thus, interpretation may not always be straightforward . The evaluation table of size-based Indicators was synthesised by a factor analysis (Mardia et al. 1979) , a classical tool for analysing questionnaire surveys, which groups similar response profiles and relates them both to sets of questions and sets of respondents. Visualising the scatter of sub-criteria within each criterion helps determining which Criteria have consistent sub-criteria and which do not. The exercise also provides an example of the way complex evaluations can be analysed.
The second experiment (E2) addressed the robustness of the weighting and scoring process for differences in expert knowledge, based on the H 0 : When using the evaluation Framework, there are no differences in the evaluation of Indicators between scientists without and those with detailed knowledge of a particular ecosystem ("non-local" and "local" experts, respectively). 4=fair, 5=high) for each Criterion by Ecosystem and Target Group, and matrix 2 the "scores"
(na: not applicable; 1=poor; 2=weak; 3= average; 4=good; 5=excellent) for each Indicator by Ecosystem and Criterion.
· Analyses
To obtain general insight in the responses, patterns in the scores assigned by Subjects were investigated at two levels. First, potential differences in strategies applied by individuals in the scoring process were explored, irrespective of Ecosystem and Target group. Second, we explored how Indicators and Criteria are judged relative to each other, across all Subjects, Target groups, and Ecosystems by a factor analysis of the scores (Mardia et al. 1979) , with missing data scored '0'. By positioning the indicators and criteria (or criteria and target groups) in a common space, and contrasting the scores (or weights) across Ecosystems, Target groups, and Authority, the degree to which experts differentiate these factors can be visualised.
In Test 3: Did Subjects apply consistent strategies to assigning weights to the criteria for Target groups across ecosystems, and did the assigned scores differ between the two levels of Authority?
Test 4: Did Subjects give the same scores to Indicators for Ecosystems for which they were non-local experts?
Test 5: How similarly did local and non-local experts assign scores to the Indicator-Criteria combinations across Ecosystems? Finally, the sets of Indicators ranking highest for local and non-local experts for each
Ecosystem were compared as follows: (1) Target groups were ranked, based on the available information about each ecosystem (Table 3) ; (2) importance of Criteria was ranked by projecting the Target groups on a factor analysis of Criteria weights by local experts; (3) relevance of Indicators to the most important Criteria was ranked by projecting scores by local experts on a factor analysis; (4) this ranking was compared to a similar ranking based on nonlocal experts scorings and weightings. 
Results
· EXPERIMENT 1
The two independent evaluators for the four environmental Indicators wrote very similar arguments, yet gave different scores to several Indicators on various criteria (Table 4) .
Agreement between scores was independent on the level of detail in the arguments given for the scores. Hence the hypothesis that writing down the arguments would decrease subjective judgement is rejected. Theoretical basis got no similar scores and is apparently scored with least objectivity. Specificity and Public awareness were also difficult to assess with two disagreements out of four. In contrast, Cost and Availability of historic data received the same scores in all cases, suggesting that quantitative Criteria are easier to score consistently.
Criteria with a high number of sub-criteria are prone to scoring inconsistency.
Measurement (11 sub-criteria) and Specificity (3), had scattered sub-criteria scores for sizebased Indicators (Figure 1 ). However, this was not the case for all criteria. All three subcriteria of Concreteness had consistently high scores for the three most correlated Indicators Figure 1 . Factor analysis of size-based indicators scores (factors 1 and 2, 27 and 26% of total variance, respectively): A) points = sub-criteria connected to their mean: 9 criteria (for codes see Table 4 ); B) variables: 10 size-based indicators (for codes see Table 2 ). The consistency in scores individual subjects assigned to many Indicators (good or poor everywhere) foreshadows the lack of a strong Ecosystem effect. Overall, size-based Indicators received the highest scores, whereas environmental Indicators received the lowest ( Figure 4A ). Because few Subjects scored ENSO, it was dropped from some tests. Sensitivity and Responsiveness were given the highest weights, whereas History and Theory were given the lowest ( Figure 4B ). Not surprisingly, Responsiveness, Sensitivity and Specificity were most correlated, high for Exploitation rate and low for environmental indicators (Factor 1; Figure 5A ). Cost and Measurement formed a second group with high scores for size-based Indicators (Factor 2).
The other Criteria were rather independent with high loadings on separate factors: experts considered them to capture different properties of candidate indicators ( Figure 5B ). The scores on the criteria generally position members of different types of indicators (oceanographic; trophodynamic, species-based, size-based) together in ordination space ( Fig   5A-B) . However, there is enough scatter within each group that such ordinations should provide guidance in selecting the minimum number of indicators that maximally fill ordination space. Performance criteria (Sensitivity, Responsiveness and Specificity) were also given similar weights ( Figure 5C ; highest for managers and scientists and lowest for politicians).
History, Measurement and Theory formed a second group (high for scientists and low for politicians); Public awareness was considered important to politicians and the community, but not to scientists, whereas Cost received higher weights for managers ( Figure 5D ).
The following test results were obtained:
Test 1 -Of the eight Subjects having assigned weights to all criteria for all ecosystems and Target groups, six treated all Ecosystems consistently (combined P>0.90 in five cases). The other two assigned very different weights for different Ecosystems (combined P<0.0001 in both cases). This effect was due to different weights to Historic data for the Gambia Estuary (both Subjects), and for Specificity and Responsiveness (one case each; Figure 6 ). Both were non-local experts, and their weights for all other Ecosystems were similar. ).
Combined with the results of test 1, with two exceptions for the Gambia estuary, local and non-local experts made similar judgements about the weights specific Target groups assign to criteria.
Test 3 -The interpretation of test 2 results is upheld when all response profiles are examined, including those of eight Subjects who did not weight criteria for politicians and community members in some Ecosystems (and hence could not be included in Tests 1 and 2). We applied an arbitrary standard that weight profiles are "similar" across Ecosystems as long as the weights differed by not more than one for any Target group. Nine out of sixteen Subjects always gave "similar" profiles to the Target groups across Ecosystems. Of the remaining seven, four gave dissimilar profiles for at least seven, one for four and two for three of the nine Criteria. However, the weights assigned by these seven were so inconsistent across
Ecosystems that overall effects only showed up for Historical Data, and either
Responsiveness or Specificity. Hence, the scoring profiles indicate that Subjects were either very consistent (the majority) or very inconsistent in the weights they assigned to Target groups across ecosystems.
Test 4 -Only the Indicator scores given by non-local experts to PDO were significantly different across Ecosystems (Test statistic = 77.02, P<0.001; Figure 7) , while values of the test statistic for CPR, Sizedistr, and NAO were almost significant. Overall, the heterogeneity among non-local experts can be largely explained by the scores given to Historic data: when this Criterion was dropped, scoring variance was reduced by at least 75% in 14 out of the 20 Indicators ( Figure 7 ). However, Historical data accounted for less than 10% of the heterogeneity for PDO and about 20% for NAO.
Indicator Scores across Criteria Test 5 -Because Subjects tended to assign similar scores across the Criteria for most Indicators and all Ecosystems with which they were not familiar (test 4), and because the design did not allow having Authority and Ecosystem as crossed factors, direct tests of the Authority effect would be inconclusive. Therefore, Fisher's statistics were calculated for each Indicator exactly as in Test 4, but for local experts only (Figure 7) . Contrasting test statistics for local and non-local experts by Indicator provides only a heuristic index of their scoring patterns; the differences themselves are not a statistical property. However, the test statistics for differences among local experts are lower than those for non-local experts for 80% of the Indicators. This indicates that local experts made more similar judgements about a given
Indicator than non-local experts, irrespective of Ecosystem, compared to when they were scoring the same Indicator for other systems. This effect was particularly strong for the physical oceanographic indicators (test statistic PDO = 10.86, NAO = 7.26, both P>0.5).
Test 6 -This test revealed a significant difference between local and non-local experts in the scores they assigned across all Ecosystems (pairwise t = 1.8; df = 19, P=0.04). Because the skewness in the Fisher statistics from tests 4 and 5 was not completely eliminated by the transformation, the less stringent assumption was made that these statistics have only rankorder accuracy. The non-parametric Wilcoxon ranks test for the two levels of Authority across all indicators (statistic=274; n=40; P=0.02) indicates that the hypothesis of a common sampling distribution for the two levels of Authority must be rejected.
Test 7 -Examining the G-statistic scores, the differences between local experts and non-local experts appeared to be largest in the scores assigned to Historic Data. When the paired t-test was recalculated without this criterion, the difference was no longer significant (paired t = 0.372, df = 19, P = 0.38), supporting the conjecture that the main difference was linked to Historic Data. Local experts tended to assign lower scores to Historic Data than non-local experts for all Ecosystems (Figure 8 ). This suggests that experts were inclined to trust data for unfamiliar Ecosystems, while emphasising the problems in the data they knew well.
· Indicators ranking
Ordinations of weights and scores by local and non-local experts were similar, but not identical (see Figure 9 for the Scotian Shelf), leading to slightly different rankings of Criteria, but substantial differences between the final ranks of Indicators (Table 5) . Overall, the evaluation suggests that Exploitation rate, Relative abundance of species, Proportion of large species or Size distribution of species, and Ratio of target to non-target species should be selected because they are considered as sensitive, specific and responsive (important to managers) and concrete (matters to politicians), provided that Historic data are available (relevant to scientists). Environmental Indicators were selected for scientists because they scored high on the availability of historic data. The overlap between selected suites by local and non-local experts was limited (1/4 to 2/4; Table 5 ). 
Discussion
Experiment 1 clearly shows that written arguments do not lead to consistent scores delivered by different experts, even though they may agree on the broad characteristics of a criterion.
This may be partly ascribed to a poor description of the scoring procedure required by our framework. More generally, there is a serious need to develop scoring methods for many purposes (see also Rice & Rochet This Symposium) .
Criteria based on multiple sub-criteria may be difficult to score consistently. Experiment 1 with size-based indicators, which are a rather homogeneous groups with regards to many of the nine criteria, clearly shows that a larger number of simpler criteria would be more easy to interpret than a smaller list of criteria with sub-criteria. For example, Measurement could be split into Variance, Bias, Measurement error and Representativeness, each of which may be easier to score than if they are integrated in a single score. There is a cost, however, in that a longer list of scoring criteria makes subsequent steps of consolidating response profiles more complicated.
Consistent with experiment 1, the main effect found in experiment 2 was the dominance of individual differences in scoring and weighting strategies over effects of Authority or Ecosystem. Although subjects assigned differential weights to the criteria for different Target groups, most subjects tended to assign similar weights to a given Target group across ecosystems, irrespective of their familiarity with these. The only major difference was in the value assumed for Historic data, where local experts tend to give lower scores.
Formally the null hypothesis of Experiment 2 cannot be rejected but the large individual differences made our tests weak.
Regarding the experimental design, many subjects commented that they did not have enough relevant information to feel confident assigning scores. This is inherent in experimental testing and fundamentally different from a true application, when much more Ecosystem information is available. Some subjects also commented that environmental indicators did not deserve the same treatment as the others. Indeed, they got extraordinary scorings and in the multivariate descriptions accounted for a large part of observed variance.
This would be an incentive to differentiate between criteria weights for separate groups of indicators: indicators of fishing impacts have to be sensitive to fishing and responsive to management actions, but these criteria are irrelevant for environmental indicators. Scoring was felt the most difficult and arbitrary step and users would benefit from clear guidance.
Many subjects wondered why they were requested to weight criteria for target users for each ecosystem separately. Indeed, the results suggest that experts judge that the importance of criteria to Target groups hardly varies across ecosystems. However, in a true application, Target Experiment 2 had two statistical shortcomings. First, although the design was fully balanced, four Subjects did not complete the questionnaires. Hence, sample sizes are too small for some case-specific statistical tests, and alternatives with less statistical power had to be used. Second, the large individual differences found in scoring strategies (Figures 3 and 4) mean that the Subject effect needs to be retained in the models. This is not easy when the key design variables -level of Authority and Ecosystem -are inherently confounded. The ideal analyses would have been fully crossed with Authority, Ecosystem, and Target group, looking at higher-order interactions. However such a design would have required an impractically large number of subjects from each ecosystem, and each subject can only be a local expert or a non-local expert with regard to each Ecosystem.
The design also had some strengths. The multiple Criteria and multiple Indicators serve as replicate tests, as long as results are tested pair-wise across Authority, Ecosystems, and Target groups. The possibility to test these effects for 21×9 combinations means that the frequency distribution of outcomes can be used, without giving undue importance to the significance of individual tests. The logic is similar as for meta-analysis. Although small expected values in some cells affect the sensitivity of each test, the pattern across many tests is informative. The occasionally small expected values make the individual probabilities of the test statistics unreliable, which a meta-analysis approach mitigates substantially.
Both experiments, in different ways, highlight the importance of differences in perspective among experienced scientists. The conclusion must be that Steps 3 and 4 do not ensure objective and consistent evaluations of ecosystem indicators in individual applications.
Even though the indicators are strongly science-based, their evaluation inherently involves value judgements and is disconnected from scientific rigour. The available methods to scale the scores and weights to some consistent standard would not help. Because personal interactions feature prominently in essentially every other step in the framework, individual differences should be confronted rather than scaled away. This situation gives the framework an added, and unintended value. Because it forces experts to present their values explicitly, it provides a body of factual information from which to commence dialogue among participants. Examining the sources of different preferences and concerns may allow consensus on a final suite of indicators to be reached more quickly and more amicably. When compromises are finally reached, it becomes easier for groups representing contrasting values to see where their interests have been served. The large individual differences also highlight the importance of the evaluation method used (cf Table 2 in Rice and Rochet, 2005) : in both experiments, evaluations were based on 'judgement within team', which was ranked as the method that would provide least confidence in the outcome.
However, in real applications states and agencies will have to invest considerable resources in the monitoring of the indicators to be selected, often basing decisions with far-reaching ecological, social, and economic consequences on them. Therefore, those who wish to have a science basis for their ecosystem approach to management would be wise to invest in advance testing of indicator performance rather than just asking experts to select a suite of them.
The ultimate test of the framework is if it leads to useful choices for particular ecosystems. This cannot be evaluated until there is experience from real-world applications.
The performance testing needs to employ some formal evaluation method, e.g., retrospective tests based on signal detection theory, or rule-based management with monitoring and feedback controls. Such tests lie in the future. Goodness-of-fit tests (G-test) of frequency distribution of weight (1-5) by ecosystem (1-4), for subjects and criteria separately; replication through level of authority and target groups.
Probabilities of G-statistics calculated directly. G-tests based on 20 observations in either 8 or 12 cells, depending on number of scoring levels used by individual subjects.
Fisher's method for combining probabilities from a set of independent tests (Sokal & Rohlf 1995 ) was used to sum probabilities for individual subjects across 9 criteria; Fisher's statistic indicates the overall probability that individual subjects assigned the same scores to a given criterion for all ecosystems, regardless of level of authority.
Test 2. As in test 1 but for Target Group as factor with Ecosystem as source of replication.
Tests 4 and 5.
G-test for frequency distribution of scores (1-5) by ecosystem (1-4) for each indicator and criterion separately, using scores only when the subject was not a local expert.
Fisher's statistic (calculated as in tests 1 and 2) indicates the overall probability that subjects gave the individual variables different scores in different ecosystems for which they were nonlocal experts.
Test 6.
Fisher's statistics from Test 4 and 5 were transformed to make their distributions approximately normal across indicators and two levels of authority. Pair-wise t-test contrasts of the transformed Fisher statistics between the two levels of Authority were then conducted across the twenty indicators.
